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Election of Members 

The following members were elected at a Council Meeting held on December 
1ith, 1923 :— 

Associate Fellows.—R. A. de H. Haig, P. A. Ralli, P. H. Watson. 
Student.—F. F. Crocombe. 
Associate Members.—A. E. Heatley, G. W. Robarts. 

Foreign Members.—W. G. Brown, P. Guilonard, Y. Motomura. 

| NOTICES 

| 

Donations 

The Council desire gratefully to acknowledge the following donations to the 
Library :-— 

A number of books and photographs from the library of the late Sir al 
Hiram S. Maxim (Lady Maxim). 

Books of Press Cuttings relating to the Trans-Atlantic Flight of R.34 
and the loss of R.38 (Kathleen, Countess of Drogheda). 

' R38 Memorial Prize, 1923 

The Council have decided, for this year only, to increase the amount of the 
prize from 25 guineas to 4o guineas and to divide this sum between the papers 
on ** The Aerodynamical Characteristics of the Airship as Deduced from Experi- 
ments on Models, with Application to Motion in a Horizontal Plane,’’ by Mr. R. 
Jones, M.A., and ‘‘ A Detailed Consideration of the Effect of Meteorological 4 
Conditions on Airships,’’ by Lieut.-Col. V. C. Richmond, O.B.E., A.F.R.Ae.S., 4 
and Major G. H. Scott, C.B.E., A.F.C. They also desire specially to commend ‘ae 
ithe paper on ‘‘ The Strength of Rigid Airships,’’ by Mr. C. P. Burgess, a 
|\Commander J. C. Hunsaker, U.S.N., Hon.F.R.Ae.S., and Mr. Starr Truscott. 
‘All three papers will be published in the Journal. 

International Air Congress 

The Report of the International Air Congress, London,i923, is now ready 
and may be obtained from the Society’s offices, price £1 5s. od. 
| 

Index 

Owing to certain omissions in the Index to Volume XXVII., issued with the 
December Journal, it has been found necessary to print a revised edition which 
is inserted in this number and which members should use when having the volume 
bound, 

| 
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Lectures 

The following is the revised programme of lectures for the second half of 
the present Session :— 

Date. Author. Lecture. 
1924. 

Jan. to. Dr. Leslie Aitchison and “it 
Mr. J. D. North ‘* Materials from the Aeronautical Point = = ¢% 

of View.”’ 
»» 24. Dr. J. E. Ramsbottom ‘* Dopes and Fabrics.’’ Ins 

Feb. 7. Sqn. Ldr. R. B. Maycock ‘* Airmanship at Sea.’’ 
» 21. Mr. H. Hamshaw Thomas ‘“ Aerial Photography and Survey.”’ hi 

Mar. 6. Major W. S. Tucker ‘* Sound Reception.”’ ey 
» 20. Mr. W. S. Farren ... “The Work of the Aeronautical Re- | 

7 search Committee’s Panel on Scale 
Effect.” the 

Sts. April 3. Col. The Master of Sempill ‘‘ The British Aviation Mission to the tin 
Imperial Japanese Navy.”’ cor 

: 8s The lectures will take place at 5.30 p.m. at the Royal Society of Arts, 
18, John Street, Adelphi, W.C.2. SC 

Forthcoming Arrangements 
sul 

Tuesday, January 8th, 5.30 p.m. Council Meeting. ‘ts 

Wednesday, January oth, 6.30 p.m. Institution of Automobile Engineers, Mi 
Mr. A. J. Rowledge, ‘‘ Water-Cooled Aero Engines.’’ lec 

Thursday, January 1oth, 5.30 p.m. Dr. Aitchison and Mr. North, ‘‘ Materials get 
from the Aeronautical Point of View.”’ ) for 

Thursday, January 24th, 5.30 p.m. Dr. Ramsbottom, Dopes and Fabrics.”’ 

Thursday, January 29th, 8.0 p.m. Scoftish Branch.—Mr. A. H. R. Fedden, | sta 
** Radial Air-Cooled Engines.”’ an 

Thursday, February 7th, 5.30 p.m. Sqdn. Leader Maycock, ‘‘ Airmanship 
at the 

W. Locxwoop Marsn, Secretary. rig 
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SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS 

PROCEEDINGS 

THIRD MEETING, 59TH SESSION 

A meeting of the Royal Aeronautical Society was held at the Royal Society 
of Arts, John Street, Adelphi, London, on Thursday, November ist, 1923. 
Colonel A. Ogilvie (Chairman of the Society) presided, and a paper by Major H. 
E. Wimperis, M.A., F.R.Ae.S., on ‘‘ Some Recent Developments in Aircraft 

Instruments,’’ was read and discussed. 

The Cuairan, in calling upon Major Wimperis to read his paper, said that 
his instrumental work in the armament branch during the war and since had been 
of great value and assistance to aeronautics. 

Major WimpPeErRIs then read his paper and at its conclusion announced that by 
the kind permission of the Air Ministry he was permitted to show for the first 
time three of the new type compasses which the Air Ministry had lately had 
constructed at the Admiralty Compass Observatory as a result of the research 
work to which he had referred. 

SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS 

In April, 1919, the lecturer had the honour to address the Society on the 
-subject of Air Navigation, the Chairman being Air Commodore Brooke Popham, 
who had just been appointed as the first ‘‘ Director of Research’’ at the .\ir 
Ministry. During the introductory remarks made by the Chairman at that 
lecture, an aircraft was described as being an ‘‘ encumbrance ’’ unless ‘‘ one could 
get it where it was wanted.’’ Now since it happens that one of the main purposes 
for which aircraft instruments exist is to enable such craft to be got ‘* where they 
are wanted,’’ the importance of our subject to-night will not be denied. Moreover, 
according to a recent most able paper in our Journal,* Leonardo da Vinci himsel! 
stated his conviction that ‘‘ Instrumental or mechanical science is very noble, 
and useful beyond all others.” 

The aid of many of the arts and most of the sciences needs to be sought for 
the solution of the many problems which arise in the building of aircraft and their 
right utilisation when built. It would be difficult to name a study requiring 
greater diversity of knowledge, or one in which scientific information picked up 
anywhere at any time would prove more surely useful. Learning looked on as 
useless for any practical purpose turns out to have received quite the wrong 
label. Also, alas! those troublesome difficulties skated over in days long gone 
by—problems left untackled—raise again and again their ghostly form, until they 
are laid for ever by the needful resolution. 

With the problem of how to build a flying machine this lecture does not 
deal, but only with one aspect of what to do with it when one has it. In civil life 
the answer to the latter question may cover a wide field, including as it must 
navigation, surveying, exploration, sport and the like. For such purposes the 
aircraft needs to carry specially designed apparatus, and it is with some of such 
designs—and necessarily only a selected few of them—that I shall deal this 
evening, 

Instruments for D.R. Navigation 
Since the last occasion on which an account of apparatus used for D.R. 

navigation was given to the Society was as long ago as 1919,7 there is room for 

* R.Ae.S. Journal, ‘‘ On the Flight of Birds,’’ June, 1923. 
t+ R.Ae.S. Journal, 1919. 
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CHART SHOWING RESULT 
OF D.R .NAVIGATION. 
SCALE.O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 MILES. 

DENOTES D.R.TRACK. 
---------— no ACTUAL TRACK. 
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SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS %& 

the rendering of some account of the progress made since. As it happens, how- 
ever, further air experience has on the whole confirmed the conclusions then come 
to, the apparatus then described has remained steadily in use, and the chief new 
development has lain in the notable improvement which has taken place in the 
magnetic compass. Of this remarkable advance more will be said later. Apart 
from that, ‘+ has been found convenient so to modify the standard bearing plates 
and drift * icators as to combine the advantages of the wind gauge bearing 
plate descriyed in the 1919 paper with those of the old aero bearing plate, and to 
do this in such a way as to enable all course and distance calculations to be 
performed semi-automatically. Evidence of the accuracy obtainable by the 
ordinary D.R. apparatus is afforded by the following results obtained during a 
navigational flight in a Handley Page 0/400 airplane in 1920 and by the plot of 
the D.R. and true tracks reproduced in Fig 1. 

Date. Distance. Errorsin D.R. _Latgralerror Line error 
1920. From. To. Miles. (miles) lateralline. in degrees. per cent. 

Aug. 3rd__—sC Biggin Hill .. Cranwell I Nil. 0.4 

Martlesham .. Bircham Newton 85 Nil. fo) 
Bircham Newton... Cranwell I 0.7 

San Cranwell ... ... Bolton Percy ... 60 3 Nil. 2.9 fo) 
» I4th. Bolton Percy ... Leuchars 200 3 0.9 
» Igth. Renfrew... AST sae 2 4.3 4 

«. Batrow ... «ae 3 Nil. 1.6 
Barrow Shotwick “G0 7 3 6.4 5 

ae ae Shotwick ... ... Castle Bromwich 65 I 3 0.9 4:6 
20th. Castle Bromwich... Andover... 2} Nil 1.6 

Instruments for Astronomical Navigation 

The main requirement in astronomical navigation is some ready means of 
measuring the zenith distance of any heavenly body and of reducing the cbserva- 
tion, in conjunction with a chronometer reading, so as to give a ‘* position line ’ 
on the chart. The Hadley sextant of 1731 was the forerunner of the modern 
naval sextant universally used at sea for measuring the altitude of heavenly 
bodies. When using it, the image of the heavenly body is brought down, as the 
phrase is, to the sea horizon, and once these two are superposed in the correct 

way, the altitude can be read off the angular scale with which the instrument is 
provided. The sea horizon, however, is not usually visible from an aircraft, and 
the use of a cloud horizon—even when available—is attended with unavoidable 
uncertainties. Naval sextants fitted with bubbles are not necessarily a solution 
of the aircraft problem, but they can be so rendered by an optical design which 
causes the image of the bubble to move (when the sextant is unavoidably tilted 
by the rolling or pitching of the aircraft) in the same direction and at the same 
rate as the object. Special bubble sextants having this property have been made 
in the U.S.A., in Germany, and in this country. (In France, a form of sextant 
which contains a tiny gyrostat in place of a bubble level seems to be preferred.) 
The best known of the bubble types is probably the R..\.E. sextant, designed by 
Mr. Booth, of which the optical arrangement is shown in outline in Fig. 2. 

Many thousands of observations have now been made with sextants of this 
type, and the “* probable error *’ of the resulting ‘* position line *’ is known to be 
from six to ten miles under favourable conditions, anc perhaps as much as forty 
under ‘‘ bumpy ”’ conditions. The most likely occasion for the latter is when flying 
just under cloud level, but fortunately this is when such observations are least 
likely to be made, the ground being in sight. The least ‘* bumpy ”’ conditions will 
occur when flying above the clouds, and it is then that astronomical observations 
ere most necessary; so it fortunately happens that the observations are most 
dependable when most needed and least dependable when the need is least. For- 
tune does not always so favour the inventor. The results of the astronomical 

| 
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observations taken during the navigational flight already mentioned are shown in 
Fig. 3. 

Methods of Reducing Observations 
The next requirement is some method of reducing the sextant observations. 

The maritime custom of using reference books is unsuited in many ways to air 
use and aims; moreover, at a degree of accuracy out of proportion to air needs. 

The custom of the maritime navigator has been to use ‘‘ haversine’’ (half 
the versine) tables in preference to those of the ordinary trigonometrical tables, 

Positior 2. 

Horizon 

1729 
Rotate hrough a 
Measured Angle. 

Eye 
Position |. 

FIG. 2. 

Principle of R.A... Seatant. 

as avoiding the use of the minus sign. It was natural, therefore, for the early 
efforts of air navigators to be directed to making use of the haversine function ; 
this was seen in the American circular slide rule by Poor, and in the attempted 
application in this country of the d’Ocagne Nomogram. Both, however, when 
made of the dimensions appropriate to the degree of accuracy sought were found 
to be too clumsy for use in aircraft. Commander Veater’s ingenious sheets of 
curves were also found to be difficult to read in the air unless made of prohibitive 
size. Exhaustive air tests showed that the best solution was the slide rule devised 
by Captain L. C. Bygrave at the Air Ministry Laboratory; it was found to be 
accurate enough, conveniently compact in its shape, and ‘‘ fool proof ’’ to a 
remarkable degree. It consists of two small concentric cyiinders carrying spiral 
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SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS 

CHART SHOWING RESULT 
OF SEXTANT OBSERVATIONS 
SCALE.9_! 10 20 30 40 60 70 80 90 100 MILES. 
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scales (one of log cosines and the other of log tangents). Any sextant observa- 
tions can be reduced in three minutes of time with an accuracy of within two 
minutes of arc, even by observers ignorant of the theory of what they are doing. 
The Bygrave slide rule in the form used in the Royal \ir Force is shown in Fig. 4. 
The theory of its construction and use is given in an appendix by Captain Bygrave. 

st sec 

ac 

Fie. 4. 

The Determination of Height 
The need for the accurate determination of height arises primarily in con- 

nection with air surveys and the like. There are, it is true, other occasions in 
which this knowledge is requisite, but survey work may be taken as typical of 
those in which the highest precision is required; if it can be provided in that 
work, the same means*are available at other times. Height measurements are 
also required in connection with attempts to break altitude ‘‘ records,’’ but it is 
not then so much an accurate height measure which is required as an agreed 
convention fair to all competitors. 
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SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS — 9 

The present-day altimeter is merely a pre-war aneroid adapted in its 
mechanism to an equally-divided height scale, so as to facilitate the mechanical 
subtraction of the height of ground flown over. It suffers from the inconvenient 
assumption—which, like its forbear, it adopts—that the atmosphere has every- 
where at all times a temperature of 1odeg. Cent. This convention is known as 
the ‘‘ Trade Scale ’’; its abandonment as unsuited to the requirements of aviation 
was considered early in the war, but since the altitude of flight was then but 
slight, it did not seem worth while to make the change. Later on, when the 
altitude of flight increased and the errors due to the ** Trade Scale ’’ became 
pronounced, it was felt to be impossible to change the basis without interfering 
with the intensely rapid production then necessary. Hence, practically all aircralt 
at this day have altimeters which tacitly assume that the temperature of the 
atmosphere is evervwhere todeg. Cent. instead of being perhaps 15deg. Cent. 
at sea level and some 60 or 70 degrees less at 30,000 feet. The effect is that at 
30,000 feet the height reading is as likely as not to be two or three thousand feet 
too much.* 

Calculations given in an Appendix to this paper show how the pressure 
decreases with altitude in the case of an atmosphere in which the temperature 
falls off in st*ct proportion to altitude. 

Whilst measurements which have been made of upper air temperature by 
means of Ballons Sondes show that the lapse rate varies from day to day, particu- 
larly in the neighbourhood of sea level, on the whole a good average result, 
applicable throughout the 11km. of the troposphere, is to take the air tempera- 
ture as decreasing by 6.5deg. Cent. per kilometre of ascent. It is this figure, 
together with a constant surface temperature of 15deg. Cent., which has been 
adopted as a convenient conventional standard by the French ‘‘ Section Technique 
Aeronautique ’’ and is known as the S.T.Ae. law. It promises to be universally 
adopted and has already been followed by most important testing stations. 

This new ‘ standard atmosphere ’’ has the following properties :— 

Height in Pressure in Temperature Density 
Kilometres. Millimetres Hg. %C. Kems. / Metre® 

oO 760 15 1.225 
I 674.1 8.5 

2 596.1 2 1.006 

3 525-7 — 4:25 0.9089 
4 462.2 —1t 0.8189 

5 405 90-7359 
6 353-7 — 24 0.6595 

307.8 — 30.5 0. 5889 
8 266.8 — 37 0.5249 
9 230.4 — 43-5 0.466 

10 198.1 — 50 0.4124 

11 169.6 — 56.5 0. 3636 
i 144.8 — 56.5 0.3106 
13 — 56.5 0.2652 
14 105.6 — 56.5 0.2265 
1S 90.25 — 56.5 0.1935 

Using this convention, an airplane pilot’s maximum altitude would be given 
as exactly 7,000 metres if he flew to such a point that the pressure and temperature 
records he ov.ained gave an air density of 0.5889 kg. per cubic metre. 

How does this bear on the way in which a modern altimeter should be 
calibrated? On the one hand we have the old ‘‘ Trade Scale’? based on an 
assumed constant temperature throughout the atmosphere of rodeg. Cent., and 

* Dictionary of Applied Physics, Vol. V., page 63, 
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on the other the new S.T.Ae. rule of a sea level temperature of 15deg. Cent. 
and constant lapse rate of 6.5deg. Cent. per kilometre throughout the troposphere. 
Both, of course, are mere conventions, though naturally the latter is immensely 
nearer actual meteorological conditions. It would be possible to calibrate the 
altimeter to either of these conventions, or indeed to any intermediate one. 
The probable error in the older convention has already been mentioned; with 
the S.T.Ae. rule the probable error at 30,000 feet would be reduced to less than 
500 feet.* Before long, therefore, altimeters must no doubt be graduated in 
accordance with the S.T.Ae. or some similar law; but in view of the widespread 
use of the old ‘** Trade Scale’? convention, it is necessary for the air survey work 
of to-day to have quick methods of conversion of indicated altitude to true altitude, 

As is shown in the Appendix to this paper, the excess reading of height 
given by the ‘* Trade Scale ’’ convention for all altitudes above the first two or 
three kilometres can be shown to be a function of the temperature at altitude and 
independent of the height itself; hence if the air temperature be measured by a 
strut thermometer, a very simple circular calculator can be used to indicate the 
true height against the ordinary ‘** Trade Scale *’ indications. 

Captain L. C. Bygrave has been good enough to allow me to reproduce some 
figures obtained by him when making use of the data of the ‘* Meteorological 
Glossary ’’ to plot the error in reading of a ‘* Trade Seale *’ altimeter for various 
temperatures at altitude. The results are shown in Fig. 5, and confirm the 
theoretical prediction that at all substantial altitudes the correction is a function 
of temperature only. Using an equally-divided height scale and a temperature 
scale divided in accordance with this diagram, and sliding with reference to the 
height scale, it is only needful to set a point on the temperature scale opposite 
the indicated height, when the true height can be read off opposite the air tem- 
perature figure. 

A calculator so constructed at the Air Ministry Laboratory is illustrated 
Fig. 6; for convenience, the height scale graduations have been made somewhat 
larger below 6,000 feet. 

The errors above mentioned are, of course, additional to those known as 

‘altimeter lag.’’ This latter is due to mechanical hysteresis, and now that it, 
or much its greater part, has been traced to the misplaced use of solder when 
making the diaphragm box, such errors will cease to trouble us in future. 

The Magnetic Compass 
The intense scientific activity of the war period led to immense improvements 

in almost all aircraft instruments. In this the magnetic compass notably shared, 
though not perhaps to the same degree as in other cases, since certain important 
elements of science and practice tended to be separated by the indefinite and 

boundary of the two separate flying organisa- 
tions. From the time of the unification much more rapid progress was made, 
and very real improvement in aircraft compasses is the result. 

The chief difficulties to be overcome—once the preliminary questions of pivot 
vibration, suitable interior paint and the like, had been settlked—were the trouble- 
some oscillations of the compass needle on a cross-country flight, even in but 
moderately “‘ bumpy ’’ weather; and the habit of most compasses to give an 
entirely misleading indication during a turn off North—a fatal trick in cloud flying. 
These difficulties are peculiar to aircraft, and no previous experience of compass 
behaviour on ship board could give clues to their solution. When an airplane 
“banks ”’ for a turn, the compass card (or equivalent magnetic system) banks 
too, keeping itself normal to the ‘‘ apparent vertical’? compounded of gravity 
and the ul ition due to the turn. The of the bz unk is that 

* Anolis od Vol. v., page 
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the vertical component of the earth’s magnetic force has a component in the 

plane of the compass card proportional to the sine of the angle of bank. But 

since the vertical component of the earth’s magnetic force is stronger than the 

horizontal in the same ratio as the tangent of the dip angle is larger than unity, 

it follows in the simple case of a northerly or southerly course that the 

sine of the angle of deflection of the compass needle will be larger than 

the sine of the angle of bank in the same ratio. Hence an angle of bank of one 

degree tends to produce an angle of deflection of the compass card of 2.15 degrees 

SET INDICATED 
ALTIMETER HEIGHT 
OPPOSITE ARROW 

AND TRUE HEIGHT 
OPPOSITE Al TEMPERATUR 

GIVEN BY STRUT 
THERMOMETER.. 

(2.15 being tan 65 degrees, the dip angle), and if the compass card is a very 

quickly moving one (i.e., of strong magnetic moment and little inertia) a deflection 

of this amount will be shown. When on a steady course the banking of the 

compass card is due to the fact that * straight “' flight is made up of a series of 

very flat curves arising from the pilot's continual use of rudder and ailerons to 

correct for the yawing of the machine. On a given bumpy day the oscillations 

in bank may be, say, five degrees on either side; in these circumstances a rapidly 

moving compass needle will tend to oscillate over a total range of some twenty 

feerees and so be nearly useless. How is this to be avoided? we 
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SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS 15 

It would seem at first as though the difficulty could be met either by weakening 
the magnetic moment or by increasing the inertia of the moving system; there is, 
however, a limit to the former, since if the magnetic couple be too low the 
inevitable slight friction in the pivots will cause the needle to stick; this same 
effect also results from any attempt to put up the moment of inertia by increasing 
the size and weight of the card. Aireraft compasses are always liquid-filled 
(nearly pure alcohol being used for the purpose), and if the size of the compass 
card be too great, a ‘‘ swirl’ error will be introduced duc to the action on the 

card of that part of the liquid which is carried round with the rotation of the 
bowl. This was realised at Farnborough as long ago as 1916, as an outcome of tlie 
brilliant experimental work of the late Dr. Lucas and Prof. Lindemann, and it was 
seen that an increase of damping would greatly aid a solution ; no method was then 
known, however, of increasing the damping without putting up weight or inertia 
or both. The work of Campbell and Bennett at the \dmiralty Compass Observa- 
tory in 1918 showed a way by which the desired slowness of response of the 
compass could be obtained without great increase of inertia on the one hand or 
the lowering of the magnetic moment below what is desirable on the other. 
Their method was to attach radial ‘* feelers ’’ of thin wire to the magnetic 
system which on moving through the liquid would set up a series of tiny eddies 
and so dissipate energy. The inventors found that by this means they could even 
make the movements of a compass ** aperiodic,’’ but experience with compasses 
has shown that there is no need to push the damping to this extreme, and that 
for most purposes it is better not to do so. In fact, a useful practical limit is 
to keep the amount of the damping within 7o per cent. of that which would just 
cause the motion to be aperiodic. * 

The period of the compass needs also to be considered. When compasses 
were little damped, a periodic time of the compass which happened to coincide 
with one of the several oscillation periods of the airplane led, on the occasions of 
approximate coincidence, to wild angular movements of the compass card; for 
these reasons improvement was sometimes sought by designing the compass with 
a very long period, but this led to the obvious disadvantage that the return of 
the compass after deflection was so slow that the eye found it difficult to judge 
whether the compass needle was at rest or not; the flying world condemned such 
compasses as “‘ sluggish.”’ Mathematical analysis shows that the angular 
velocity of return of a compass system is inversely proportional to CT, where C 
is the damping factor (equal to unity when the motion is just aperiodic) and T 
is the calculated undamped periodic time. The value of (7 therefore must not 
rise above whatever value may be found by actual air test to correspond with 
the lowest feasible value of the angular velocity of return of the needle from a 
chance disturbance. On the other hand the larger the value than can be per- 
mitted to C7’ the less the compass oscillations on a straight flight. These two 
considerations pull in opposite directions and skill is called for in making the 
best compromise. Dr. Benneit’s recent invention of the centesimal scale for 
compasses has greatly assisted compass designers to meet these difficult condi- 
tions. A compass so equipped is shown in Fig. 7. By its means the weight 
of the card is no longer carried on the pivot. 

The choice is complicated by a third consideration. What is now known 
as the northerly turning error of compasses was first discovered at Farnborough 

in igt5 by Lucas and Lindemann. When an airplane is flying north and begins to 
turn with a banking angle of say one degree, the compass needle will, as already 
stated, tend to move through 2.135° and if it has time enough will actually do so; if 
during this time the airplane should happen also to turn in the same direction 
through 2.15°, the effect would be that the lubber mark and compass card would 

* See AL.R.C. Report, R. & M. 685, © Wimperis on ** Foreed Vibrations in Airplane Instruments." 
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the airplane happened to be turning slower than this rate a turn in the correct 
direction would be shown though its amount would be underestimated; if the 
airplane happened to turn the faster, the compass would indicate a turn not only 
of the wrong amount, but of the wrong direction. It is the indicating of the 
beginning of a turn in the wrong direction that is called the Northerly Turning 
Error. Error in the amount is inevitable but not important; error in sign is a 
fatal blunder, as it leads to a pilot ** correcting ** his flight by means opposite 
to those which he should employ, and in the absence of other guidance would lead, 
and often has led, to a dangerous spin, particularly when flying in clouds. It is 
here that the gyro turning indicator* when it becomes generally available will be 

CENTESIMAL SYSTEM OF COMPASS MARKING, 

Fia. 7. 

so useful; this instrument indicates turns but not directions, leaving the compass 

the duty of indicating directions but not turns. The effort to compel a compass 
to serve both ends has always led, and it is bound to lead, to a more or less 
unsatisfactory compromise in compass design. 

Tests in the laboratory confirm the theoretical prediction that if any compass 
shows northerly turning error at any one rate of turn, it will show it at all. Its 
existence depends to an important degree on the air speed of the airplane, but it 
is less in evidence in compasses having a long periodic time T. The effect of the 
damping factor C is less marked, though any increase in its value is beneficial. 

The motion of a compass needle during disturbed flight in an airplane is too 
complex for exact calculation, but an approximation thereto may be obtained 
as follows. 

Since any disturbance of a periodic character may be analysed by the Fourier 
method into a series of simple harmonic motions of different phase relationships 
and an ascending scale of frequencies, it is convenient to work out the equations 
of motion for one forcing oscillation only and to treat this as typical of the rest. 

* It is believed that the precessional use of a gyrostat for measuring angular turns was 
first published in the author’s paper in Proe.I.N.A. in April, 1914, ‘* An Instrument for the 
Measurement of the Velocity of Roll.” 
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The equation of motion of the compass element when executing a force oscilla- 
tion of small amplitude is generally written :— 

d?6/dt? +h . ; (1) 

Where a is proportional to the amplitude of the forcing oscillation and inversely) 
proportional to the apparent moment of inertia of the moving system (including 
such part of the liquid as moves with it). 

q is proportional to the frequency of the forcing oscillation. 
k is the ratio of a viscosity constant to the moment of inertia. 
s is the product of the magnetic moment of the needle system with the 

horizontal intensity of the earth’s field divided by the moment of 
inertia. 

This is the well-known equation with constant coefficients. Admittedly it 
does not represent the physical facts accurately, since the apparent moment of 
inertia of the compass element will vary with the angular velocity of its motion 
and the damping term is probably a very complex one. Experiment has however 
shown that by a careful selection of constants the equation can be made to repre- 
sent the facts with considerable accuracy, so that it can be used for the guidance 
of designers when new models of compasses are under consideration. 

If we put a=o, and so consider the ‘‘ free’? motion of the compass, the 
alternative solutions of equation (1) are :— 

4=6,/m { fm? +n®.e— sin (mt+tan—! m/n) } (2) 

0=6,/m { Jn? —m?.e— sinh (mt+tanh—! m/n) } (4) 

according as 
=> 

p = 4k? 

< 
where 

m?= | | 

n=tk 

and the initial conditions have been selected as 

6=6, and d@/dt=o, when t=o. 

Equation (2) represents the return and gradual settlement of the needle after 

a deflection; in equation (3) the subsequent motion is just non-periodic; whilst 
equation (4) represents a very highly damped motion. Owing to the existence 
of the expotential term, these motions gradually die down and the compass needle 
comes to rest. When, however, a forcing vibration is imposed due to the 
existence of the term on the right hand side of equation (1), a forced oscillation 
results which has an amplitude equal to b where 

b=an/ /(n—q?)? + k?q? : ; (5) 

A solution of (1) with k=o anu a=o would ane a natural undamped oscilla- 
tion having a frequency equal to f/27 where f= Vm; if the ratio of k to the value 
it would need to have to cause thi motion to be just aperiodic be written as C, 
then C=k/2f and we can write (5) in the convenient form :— 

For compass design bua eo is found to be the most adaptable form of the 
equation. It may also be worth remarking that with this notation equation (4) 
takes the form 

(e — fet / sinh (f/c?—1.t+cosh—1c) (7) 

For a compass of exceedingly short period f is very _ and the value of 
b given by equation (6) tends to become equal to a, i.¢., 2.15 degs. for each 
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degree of banking angle. 
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If, for convenience sake, we consider the motion due 

to a periodical banking angle of exactly one degree, the resulting oscillations of 
the compass needle can be calculated by means of equation (6) and shown in the 
form of the curve in Fig. 8. 

FORCED OSCILLATIONS oz COMPASSES. 
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Oscillation tests have been made on a number of airplane compasses in the 
Air Ministry Laboratory* by Mr. A. P. Rowe, using an extension of a method 
originally employed by Flight-Lieut. Capon in that laboratory. 

* See A.R.C. Report, R. & M. 735, Wimperis and Rowe on ‘‘ Some Characteristics of 
Aircraft Compasses.”" 
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Observed Calculated undamped 
Compass Type. periodic time. ' periodic time. C 

259 19.0 18.3 0.26 
253 19.0 18.3 0.27 
256 29.5 28.3 0.29 

5/17 II.0 10.4 
R.A.F. Mk. IT. 

(Quick) 11.8 II.I 0.34 
250 20.0 18.7 0.35 

R.A.F. Il. 
(Slow) 42.5 38.8 0.41 

The characteristics of the standard aircraft compasses so tested are given in 
the above table, and the oscillation curves obtained are reproduced in Fig. 9. A 
number of these compasses were then modified by adding suitable damping fila- 
ments of the Campbell-Bennett variety, changing the magnetic moment where 
necessary, and the oscillation tests were repeated. The results are shown in 
Fig. 10. The improvement in behaviour is obvious. The general similarity of 
these experimental curves to the theoretical ones previously shown will be noticed. 
t 

Forced OSCILLATIONS OF COMPASSES IN AIRCRAFT. 

Curves showing Relation between Amplitude of Oscillation of Various Compasses 
and Period of Airplane. 

Undamped Damped 
Type of Compass. ae Periodic Periodic 

Time. Time. 
5/17 A. ... 0.49 21.7 45 
Mark II.A. 0.60 625 

6/18 A. ... 0.78 20). 55 
250 A.C. en 0.82 17.5 secs. 28 secs. 

The method by which experiments of this kind are carried out in the laboratory 
is to place the compass inside two equal coils having their axes on the north- 
south line. An electric current is passed through both coils in such a way that 
the magnetic effect due to the one coil exactly neutralises the magnetic effect due 
to the other ; if now one coil be kept stationary and the other be oscillated slowly 

through a few degrees on each side of the mid-position by some suitable mechanism 
a fluctuating magnetic field parallel to an east-west line will be produced which 
simulates the fluctuating component in the plane of the card of the vertical mag- 
netic force due to a banking turn when in flight, and the scale of the experiment 
may be proportioned to represent any desired banking angle and period of oscilla- 
tion of the airplane. In this way new experimental compasses can be rapidly 
tested for steadiness of reading, and although the ultimate appeal must be to air 
test, preliminary observations can be made with enormously greater speed and 
facility than in the air. 

Much the same considerations apply to the design of compasses reasonably 
free from northerly turning error. The experimental apparatus used in the 
Air Ministry Laboratory for this purpose consists of a pair of equal coils, one 
on each side of the compass, arranged to be able to turn about a vertical axis 
passing through the compass centre. A drum to which the coils are attached is 
turned by a cord which is gradually wound on to a brass spiral so shaped that 
when rotated at uniform speed the coils are caused to have an angular velocity 
proportional to the square of the time (to represent the gradual building up of an 
airplane turn). The brass spiral also operates a sliding contact on a resistance 
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so as to provide that at the instant of the beginning of the turn no current will 
flow through the coils, the spiral being then completely ‘‘ unwound ”’; and that 
us the coils begin to move they will receive a current varying directly with the 

FORCED OSCILLATIONS. 
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time, and corresponding to a steady increase in banking angle. The reading of 
the compass card against the lubber line is then observed and the results plotted. 

Fig. 11 shows some of the experimental results thus obtained with some of 
the old standard aircraft compasses at an air speed of 80 m.p.h. Corresponding 
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curves for the modifiec models are shown in Fig. 12. The improvement is readily 
noticeable. 

Based on thi» work it has been possible to draw up designs for new compass 
types to succeed the older types as the large war stocks are gradually consumed. 
lt is hoped that two types of pilot compasses and two types of observer compass 
will meet all navigational needs. Even this small number of types will be further 
reducible once the gyro turn indicator becomes a standard fitment. 

By kind permission of the Air Ministry I am permitted to exhibit at this 
meeting three of the four new types above mentioned; they were built at the 
Admiralty Compass Laboratory in accordance with Air Ministry requirements—an 
interesting example of co-operation between the two departments. 
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Aero Engine Indicators 

Remarkable developments have been made in the last year or two in apparatus 
for measuring the performance of an aero engine during flight. It is naturally very 
much easier to indicate an aero engine on the bench than when flying. For many 
purposes bench tests give the requisite information, but for complete information 
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| NoORTHERLY TURNING ERROR, 
Curves showing Results of Expzriments Perform: 
2d or Northerly Turning Apparatus” using 
Vanous Periodic Corpass. 
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tests under actual flying condition; are requirved—if they can be obtained. The 
form of indicator used for steam engiaes and the older forms of internal combustion 
engine can equally be used for acro engines provided that the speed does not 
excecd 1,000 r.p.m. or thereabouts. Since, however, the normal speed of an acro 

engine is much above this limit, a new form of indicator is necessary. Motor-car 
engines being also designed for high speed, it might have been expected that 
suitable indicators for high speed work would be already in existence; with these 
engines, however, brake tests have been made to suflice, and since the conditions 
of operation, unlike those of the acro engine, give the entering air a sea level 
density or thereabouts, the problem is a relatively simple one and simple tests 
can be made to meet immediate needs. 

With the aero engine on the other hand the change of air pressure and density 
with altitude introduces great complications and makes tests at altitude (or under 
altitude conditions) imperative if the problem is to be fully studied. It is very 
difficult to carry out a brake test on an engine in flight. Dr. Moss,* of the Air 
Ministry Laboratory, has shown how the weight of air taken into an engine during 
flight can be accurately measured; and the air flow meter, due to Professor Cal- 

lendar, which he used, is a remarkable instance of the application of scientific 
method to practical problems. In it the temperature change along the air stream 
due to the insertion of an electrically-heated grid, which gives a known rate of 

heat flow, affords a direct measure of the mass of air passing per second. 

rhe indicating of the engine when in flight is a very difficult matter. The 
probiem may be regarded in two aspects—(1) the measurement of the total horse- 
power of the engine for comparison with air speed, rate of climb and fuel con- 
sumption, and (2) the measurement of the horse-power of a single cylinder at 
various altitudes in order to ascertain how the indicated power falls off with 
height. It seems probable that the recent introduction of the ingenious R.A.E. 
electrical indicator will enable a solution of the former part of the problem to be 
obtained. It will be remembered that in the R.A.E. indicator, described by Wing 
Commander Hynes in his paper before the International Air Congress earlier in 
this present year, the instantaneous pressure in the cylinder opposes on one side 
of a little piston a steady and known air pressure on the other; at the moment 
when these two are equal an electric current is broken which sparks through a 
drum of paper moving at a speed proportional to that of the engine. — If the 
sparking point is moved at right angles to this motion by an amount proportional 
to the balancing air pressure, an indicator diagram is pricked out, either on a 
stroke or on a time base as preferred. Obviously if all the cylinders in an engine 
be so fitted the total horse-power can be obtained. 

The simpler aspect of the problem, that of determining the effect of change 
of air pressure and density upon the horse-power developed in one cylinder, may 
also be readily obtained by these means, as is seen from the diagrams reproduced 
from an R.A.E. report in Figs. 13 and 14, though it is perhaps fair to suggest 
that the simplest procedure having this particular purpose in view would be to 
make use of one of the A.M.L. mean pressure indicators described in Aeronautical 
Research Committee Report R. & M. No. 803 dated June, 1923. With 
this alternative instrument the pilot would have facing him a dial reading in 
pounds per square inch the time-average of the pressure in the nearest cylinder, 
without the addition of electrical gear or of any apparatus requiring manipulation 
in the air. The mean pressure indicator in its simplest form—and this fortunately 
suffices for the purpose—gives the time-average ; it has also been made in a form 
giving the stroke-average, but the mechanism is then necessarily more complex. 
The basis of the design of the simpler is this. Any cyclic variation of pressure 
can be expressed as a Fourier Series consisting of some constant added to the 
well-known succession of sine and cosine terms; the time-average of such a series 

* A.R.C. Report, R. & M. No. 798, dated March, 1922. 
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taken over a whole number of cycles is evidently equal to this constant, and if 
some mechanism can be provided so as to eliminate the effect of the sine and 
cosine terms, what is left must give the desired time-average of the pressure. 
This is effected in the mean pressure indicator by incorporating a spring-controlled 
inertia disc having a free period much longer than that of the operating cycle of 
the engine. .\n apparatus on these lines has been made and found to give the 
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desired result ; it takes the convenient form of a dial instrument carrying a hand 
moving over a scale of mean pressure readings in pounds per square inch. As 
the pilot also has before him an altimeter, it is easy for the readings of mean 
engine pressure and height to be noted down. 

Conclusion 

The lecturer is very well aware of how much has had to be omitted from this 
brief account of certain recent research work. Selection was, however, inevitable ; 
and if he has seemed to show some preference towards describing those advances 
with which, for one reason or another, he happens to be most familiar, he will, 
he hopes, be forgiven. 

To-night it is the civil uses of aircraft of which we have been thinking. But 

there are, as we all know, other uses, and no one can yet tell exactly what influence 
the newly-acquired art of flying will have on human history. It may be of service 
therefore to devote the last few minutes of this lecture to the consideration of a 
much older invention, equally capable of military use but far behind in its civil 
applications. I refer to the invention of gunpowder. This medieval invention 
was immensely important in its military effects; its use for civil purposes was 
negligi;«. According to the Encyclopedia Britannica: ‘‘ Very few substances 
have hau a greater effect on civilisation than gunpowder. Its employment altered 
the whole art of war, and its influence gradually and indirectly permeated and 
affected the whole fabric of society.’’ Its ultimate effect on the human race was 

- not foreseen at the time of its discovery. Its immediate impact upon the ideas 
of medieval chivalry and personal combat can be seen in Cervantes’ ‘* Don 
Quixote ’’ published in 1605 :—‘‘ Right blessed were those ages which lacked the 
dreadful fury of those diabolical engines of artillery, to whose inventor I hold that 
in hell they are rendering the guerdon of his devilich invention.’’ Again, some 
years earlier in the time of Henry II. of France, one of his knights —Montluc— 
expressed himself in words which may be freely translated thus :—‘t Oh that it 
might please God that this devilish instrument (the Arquebuse) had never been 
invented! I should not carry those scars which make me to-day to languish; 
and very many brave and valiant men would not be dead, most often by the hands 
of the greatest poltroons and cowards, who would not dare to look in the face of 
those whom from afar off they overthrew with their ill-omened balls; these are 

but the artitices of the devil, to make us destroy one another.”’ 

There is, as will be seen, a tendency to denounce the invention and to leave 
retribution for it to the great loser in the very first of all records of winged warfare. 

This was the conservative reaction to the new invention before time allowed 
for all its effect to be realised. Writing some hundreds of years later, William 
Ralph Inge, Dean of St. Paul’s,* is able to take a wider view of the consequences 
to the human race of that notable invention; the Tartar hordes, in the Middle 
Ages, whe lived as the parasites of their flocks and herds, multiplied rapidly, 
and usually killed, plundered and conquered wherever they went, continued as a 
curse to Europe ‘‘ until the discovery of gunpowder saved civilisation from the 
recurrent peril.”’ 

If history repeats itself, if the instruments of modern warfare become so 
complex that only the most intelligent races can employ them in their swiftest 
and most effective forms, it follows that, in the Councils of the World, there will 
be associated with the best intelligence the most powerful means of control, and 
of that combination there is surely little need to complain. 

* Outspoken Essays, 1921. 
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APPENDIX I. 

Theory of A.M.L. Position Line Slide Rule 

The slide rule is graduated with log cosines (outer cylinder) and log tangents 
(inner cylinder). The scales are graduated from o to go° forwards and from go®° 
to 180° backwards. Any angle greater than go° (savy b) is entered or read as 
180° — b. 

The following definitions and rules are printed on the rules :— 

d Declination. 
H_ Hour-angle, read in degrees from 0° to 180° East or West. 

Latitude. 
Co-latitude. 

A Azimuth, read from pole of opposite name to latitude, East if // 
is East, West if H is West. 

Altitude. 

d and | same name, Y=c+y. 
d and | opposite name, Y=c-—y. 
If H<9g0°, y<g0°. 
If H >90°, y > 90°. 
if Y < 90°, A<o0°. 
If Y >g0°, A> 90°. 

From simple right angled spherical triangle theory :— 

tan E=cos H tan p. 
tan G=sin E tan H. 
tan G=sin F tan A. 

.. tan Asin F=sin E tan H. 
*, tan A=sin E tan H/sin F. 

Also tan z=tan F'/cos A. 

QU 

These formulz may equally be written :-— 

tan (g0°— E)=tan d/cos H. 
tan A=cos (90° — F) tan H/cos (g0°— F). 

. tan u=cos A tan (go°— F). 

On the slide rule go°—I) is called y and go°—F is called Y, these three 
formule becoming :— 

tan y=tan d/cos H. 
tan A=tan H cos y/cos Y. 
tan a=cos A tan Y. 

Proof of Rules 

CasE I.—H less than go®. d and 1 same name. Observer nearer pole than 
point where perpendicular from subsolar point meets observer’s meridian (sec 
diagram). 

All sides less than go°. 

90° —y=(90°—Y) +e 
Y=c+y 

Note.—A is less than go° and is read from pole of opposite name to latitude. 

Case II.—H less than 90°. d and 1 same name. Observer nearer equator 
than the point where -the perpendicular from subsolar point meets observer’s 
meridian (see diagram). 

c = (90° — y) + (90° — Y) 
“= 180° —(c + y) 

= 

: 
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Hence Y will be entered as (y+c) on the backwards scale, and under rule 
(6) A will be read off greater than go°. 

Note.—As A is read off greater than go°, it is the external angle of the 
triangle, and is therefore measured from the pole of opposite name to latitude, 
this being consistent with the definition. 

CaskE III].—H less than go®. d and opposite name. 
180° — ¢ =g0° — Y + go° 

. ‘ (2) 

Note.—Angles H and Y are less than go°, and Ai is ‘aii read off as the 
included angle of the triangle, being measured from pole of opposite name to 
jatitude, this being consistent with the definition. 

Cast 1V.—H more than go°. d and / same name. 

go°— Y =(90°—y) +¢ 
*, 180°— Y 

As H is greater than go°, it is entered as 180°—H or h on diagram. 

Under rule (4) y is read greater than go°, that is as (180°—y). This makes 
Y greater than go°, and it is entered as (180°—Y). Under rule (6) .1 is read as 
greater than go° or (180°— A’). 

Y therefore can be entered as ¢ +4. 

Note.—As 1 is read off greater than go® it is measured from pole of opposite 
name to latitude, this being consistent with the definition. 

APPENDIX II. 

Variation of Atmospheric Pressure and Density for a Constant Lapse Rate 

Let p, t and o be the pressure, temperature and density; suffix zero for 
standard conditions (N.T.P.); suffix one for the values at the operating height ; 

and suffix two for values at sea level. Assume that t=t,+k (h,—h) where k 
is the lapse rate constant. 

Consider the equilibrium of a column of air of one sq. cm. cross-section and 
of height 6h. 

Then 
bdp=—ag . bh 

8p = dh = — { { Po (t, +k) } } dh 
In the limit, and writing « for o tog /pok 

dp/dh=—ak [p/ {t,+k(h,—h)}] 

Integrate and provide that p=p, when h=o 

} ])a 

Hence at the operating height where p=p, and h=h, 

P,/Po=(t,/ {t,+kh, } )a : (1) 

This is the desired pressure-temperature relationship. It may also be written 
hy=t,/k { } d (2) 

Inserting the values 
== 0.001 293 

273 
g =981 

1.013 X 10° 
k 

e 

Nn 

5 

Ss 
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It follows that 
a =5.26 

Equation (2) therefore becomes 

Adiabatic Lapse Rate 

Equation (1) may also be written 

which compares with the standard equation for an adiabatic transformation, viz. : 

/ 
f Y/ I 

where y is the ratio of the specific heats. 

Were the atmosphere completely churned up the pressure and temperature 
would everywhere be related by the adiabatic law and equation {5) would hold, 
in which case putting y=1.40 

P,/P2=(t, 

From this equation it can be shown that in an adiabatic atmosphere the 
temperature is a linear function of the height, with a constant lapse rate of 

(y/y—1)- (po/ootog) - ; (6) 

which for dry air is 9.8 degrees centigrade per km. 

(The fact that in an adiabatic atmosphere the lapse rate must be constant 
can be seen also from considerations of energy.) 

Relation of Density to Height 

From (4) 

P,/P2=(t,/t,)® and (t2/t,) 

hence 

Inserting value a=5.26 
h,=t,/k { (7 /o,)0-235—1 } (7) 

Standard Relationship of Height and Temperature 

The convention that in the standard atmosphere 

t, =288—6.5 h 

taken in conjunction with equation (1) gives the relationship between height and 
pressure 

, Where hi, is in km. 

h,=44.31 { 1—(p,/p.)919% } where h, is in km. 

Mechanical Calculators 

The most useful form of calculator at the moment is one which will correct 
the altitude reading, given by a ** Trade Scale’ instrument, for temperature at 
height. 

If the height h is over-estimated by the altimeter and the difference is 8h it 
follows that (with a close degree of approximation) :— 

(h —6h)/h=(t,+t,)/2t, where ft, is 283 degrees A. 
Hence 

bh = { (2t,—t,—t,)/2t,} . { t. 1 2°] 

Put t,=t,—m where m is relatively small. 

dh= { (t,—t,)?—m? } j2kt, 

ica 
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when (t,—f,)? is much larger than m?* it is possible to omit m? in the numerator 
and write 

dh = (t, —t,)?/2kt, = (283 —t,)?/2kt, 

showing a simple parabolic relationship between 6h and the temperature at height, 
which is independent of height and hence can be applied as a corrector to any 
part of the altitude scale. When, however, m? is not negligible compared to 
(t,—t,), t.e., below say 2 or 3 km., the expression becomes 

{ (t,—t,)?—(t,—t, } /2kt,=h { (t.—t,)/t,—kh/at, } 

showing that 6h is now a function of both h and (t,—t,). 

DIscussION 

The CHaimMan, in opening the discussion, said that the paper was extra- 
ordinarily interesting and fascinating. The conclusion was of such a high literary 
order that he could not hope to make any remarks upon that part of it, except 
to say that it seemed to him that aeronautics had got a great deal to do in the 
future in order to bring peace to civilisation, rather than war. It would be a great 
grief to everybody who had had anything to do with aeronautics if the only thing 
it was going to be any good for was war. Working backwards through the 
paper, he asked whether Major Wimperis was quite correct in saving that the 
recent introduction of the R.A.E. electrical indicator would probably solve the 
problem of measuring the total horse-yower of the engine. Was it not the horse- 
power of one cylinder which could be indicated by the electrical method and not 
the horse-power of the whole engine? Research with a view to enabling us to 
measure the horse-power of an engine at heights was of immense importance, 

and an instrument which would meet the requirements had been urgently needed 
for a long time, but no one had been able to get a mechanism sufficiently simple 
to be applied in the air. He believed it would be agreed that the most fascinating 
part of the lecture was that relating to compasses; at least, so far as he was 
concerned (knowing nothing about compasses), the advance that had been made 

seemed to be most striking. He asked the lecturer if Dr. Bennett’s compasses 
are available now, because it seemed, to an ignoramus such as himself, that that 

particular form of compass should be extremely easy to read by a pilot and, 
owing to its good qualities as a compass, it ought to come into use as soon as 
possible. As to the question of the period of the machine, was he to understand 
that, in order to get the best results, the period of the compass should be suited 
to the natural period of the aeroplane? In other words, should the size of the 
compass, in itself, be adjustable to the dimensions of the aeroplane? Also, why 
was it necessary for the compass to be aperiodic? He should have thought it 
would have been an advantage to have the pointer stop as soon as the turn was 
stopped. With regard to altimeters, was it contemplated that there would be 
any great difficulty in making an altimeter with its temperature correction incor- 
porated in itself, so that it corrected the temperature variations automatically ? 
Referring to navigation for civil purposes, the Chairman said that at the present 
time it was no good pretending that civil air transport pilots flew over the clouds; 
in fact, it was not really of much use trying to persuade them to do it. What 
they were afraid of was not the breakdown of their engines, but the fact that 
if thev flew over the clouds they were always faced with the possibility at the 
end of the journey, or at some time during the journey, when they could not get 
back home, of being forced to land in a fog; they were afraid that when they 
came down they would find fog close to the ground, so that they were not able to 
land, whilst to go back to where they started from was not within their fuel range. 
That was the real reason why pilots flew low, although, for many reasons, it 
would be much better for the passengers and pilots if they flew high and would 
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be much more satisfactory all round. Until the question of landing in fog was 
solved, therefore, he believed that pilots would continue to fly low. The question 
would be rather different if flights were very much longer; if, instead of the 
ordinary 250 to 300-mile limit, which was imposed now on commercial aeroplanes 
by considerations of weight of fuel and the capacity of the machines, the distances 
were increased up to 1,000 miles by advances in aerodynamics, no doubt pilots 
would fly a great deal higher, and then the real aerial navigation would be a very 
much more important factor. Finally, the Chairman asked the Lecturer what 
his opinion was as to the present position of the turn indicator. He had not 
referred to it very definitely in the paper, but there is still a good deal of doubt 
in people’s minds at the present time as to the exact position and whether the 
indicators on tie market are considered satisfactory. 

Colonel the MASTER OF SEMPILL joined with the Chairman in thanking Major 
Wimperis for his very interesting and entertaining paper. Many instruments 
had been referred to, but there were many others which the meeting would have 
liked to have heard about had time permitted. The gyro turn indicator had 
been referred to by the Lecturer somewhat pessimistically as coming into use at 
some future date. He (the speaker) hoped, however, that the Lecturer might 

find time to say a little more about the present position of the instrument and sav 
which was the most successful type in his opinion and the one likely to be adopted 
for general purposes. The manner in which the use of instruments had under- 
gone such a change in recent vears was very re:aarkable, and he believed that 
Major Wimperis was one of those who was responsible for that very good result. 
He had not said very much in the paper about the work be had done in connection 
with aircraft instruments in general, but the meeting knew that he had played a 
very considerable part in connection with their development. It was not very 
many years ago that an instrument such as the compass was rather despised by 
pilots ; it was nobody’s business particularly to look after it, with the result that 
most compasses were in bad condition, the cards had fallen off their pivots, and 
they were generally more full of air than of the necessary liquid. (Laughter.) 
Major Wimperis had done a great deal, not only in instigating and carrying out 
researches, but in giving lectures, papers and so forth to people who used the 

instruments, in order to interest them in their use and to convince them of their 
necessity and practicability. The speaker again thanked Major Wimperis for his 
paper. 

Wing Commander T. R. Cave-Browne-Cave, R.A.F., asked with what 
type of compass the D.R. results quoted on page 5 for the round England flight 
had been obtained. By how much did the Lecturer think they would be improved 
if a later type of compass were used. 

In early days pilots had even less faith in their compasses than the com- 

passes justified. This was because they had exhibited unexplained errors and 
pilots had become suspicious. It is what the instrument makes the pilot believe— 
not its reading—that must be compared with the truth when we wish to deter- 
mine the effective value of an instrument. The lecture was valucble, not only 
in its description of the instruments, but because it give actual results which 
showed how accurate the instruments were and thereby made pilots believe them 
right up to the limit of their true accuracy. 

He had not at first realised why the author’s conclusion had taken the form 
it did. A little reflection showed, however, that it was very pertinent. Few 
people really thought that aircraft would make war less frequent. The causes 
of war were much too fundamental and were closely connected with excess popula- 
tion. What aircraft, and other highly scientific devices that could be used as 

weapons did was to make it more likely that the right people would win in war, 
because of the material advantage they gave over the more primitive enemies 
who were trying to find room for their excess population and did not mind 
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expending vast numbers in the process. It was in the interest of ourselves and 
of other civilised nations to make war as scientific as possible. This demon- 
strated the importance of the work described in the lecture. 

Mr. Joux L. HopGsox, after congratulating Major Wimperis on his paper, 
referred to the Callendar method of measuring the air taken in by the engine, 
and asked whether that was done in the air or on the ground. If the air taken 
in by the engine was measured on the ground, would it not have been simpler to 
have used an orifice plate and manometer and a box to damp out the pulsations 
of the air? He himself had made measurements on those lines quite 
accurately. It meant big capacity and fairly big throttling, but it could be done. 
He also asked whether the Callendar method was accurate. There was a meter 
which had been on the market for ten years—the Thomas electric meter—which 
worked on the same lines, but the makers said that it was not accurate with 
pulsating flows, so that it would seem that possibly the Callendar apparatus might 
not be accurate under those conditions. On the face of it, it should be accurate, 
but on the other hand, the makers of a similar instrument would not say it was 
not accurate if it were accurate. Again, could Major Wimperis give details of 
the mean pressure indicator, because that might be useful in other directions? 
Also, besides measuring the air in the engine, had any attempt been made to 
measure the petrol, especially in actual flight? It was extremely important, 
especially when flying over deserts, to know how much petrol was left in the tanks, 
and also to know the rate at which petrol was being used. Such an arrangement 
was wanted very much on long distance flights. 

Mr. Hodgson further said that he could not allow to pass without comment 
Major Wimperis’s interesting suggestion that in the general struggle for existence 
the higher races would tend to survive because they cquld create the most subtle 
and powerful means of offence and defence. This might be generally true; but 
it should be remembered that a subtle and powerful weapon evolved and perfected 
by people of high civilisation could be successfully used by peoples of much lower 
attainments. Thus, the invention of gunpowder, cannon and guns referred to by 

Major Wimperis, while it may have saved Europe from further Tartar invasions 
and so made what we now know as Western civilisation possible, had also allowed 
the Spaniards to destroy in Europe a people more highly civilised than themselves 
(the Moors of Granada) and then, scarcely a generation later, to obliterate in 

America civilisations which were in many respects superior to their own. 

Unless, therefore, the rate of development was such that it was the brains 
and the organisation for creation and not the actual appliances manufactured that 
counted, the evolution of highly complex and powerful means of offence and 
defence might only put methods and weapons into the hands of those who were 
unable to create them, but who would later on use them against their creators. 

Captain L. C. ByGrave replied, in part, to the points raised by Wing 
Commander Cave-Browne-Cave, as he had had the opportunity of taking part in 
the Handley Page flight round England. There was an observer in the front 
cockpit, quite isolated from the rest of the crew, with a complete set of Ordnance 
Survey maps, and he pin-pointed the position of the craft from minute to minute. 
At the back were the observers who were carrying out the D.R. navigation; they 
did not have any maps, but merely a chart ruled out in latitude and longitude, 
with lines drawn from point to point of the course they were flying over. They 
had no knowledge of the country and were merely working by dead reckoning ; 
they used bearing plates and the compass was a 253A. It was an original 253 
compass modified to make it partly aperiodic by fitting a rim card. It gave quite 
a good performance, but not so good as the performance given by the new 
compasses which Major Wimperis had shown. With regard to the rather big 
track error shown in Scotland, that was not really due to incorrect D.R. naviga- 
lion, but was due to the fact that the district was mountainous and it was fog gy 
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and cloudy at the time. The course was actually changed slightly, on the advice 
ef the pilot, because it was found that they were getting into dangerous country 

and there was the possibility of having to make a forced landing. 

Major Winernis, replying to the discussion, referred first to the Callendar 
air flow meter, and said the test to which he referred was carried out on a D.H.9 
machine in flight. That was the interesting part. It was the first time anybody 
had ever measured the air taken into an engine in ‘light. Of course, if one had 
only been wanting to do measurements on the ground one would have used an 

air box, but the trouble with an air box in flight was partly its size and partly 
the fact that what one wanted to measure was the mass of the air and not its 
volume ; the Callendar instrument measured the mass passing per second. On a 
fluctuating air supply one was liable to get errors, unless certain precautions 
were taken. Professor Callendar was very well accustomed to physical measure- 

ments, and with his assistance the laboratory was able to so modify the apparatus 
chat in the end it got rid of that difficuity ; a report on the whole of that work 
had been published recently by the Aeronautical Research Committee. That 
Committee had also published a short paper by himself (Major Wimperis) on a 
Mean Pressure Indicator, and he hoped that before long some further description 

of it would be published, particularly of its use lor measuring the time-average 
of the pressure, because he thought that that was much the most important as 
well as the simplest form of the instrument. With regard to instruments for 
measuring petrol in flight, these already existed; it was a trouble to get them 
accurate, but a great deal of work has been and is being done. 

Major Wimperis expressed his indebtedness to Captain Bygrave for having 
given the required details of the flight round England. With regard to Wing 
Commander Cave-Browne-Cave’s remarks, he had laid stress on the old time lack 
of confidence in compasses, and this remained to some extent in certain quarters 
to-day. It was an interesting psychological problem how that arose. His own 

theory wus that, prior to the work of Lucas and Lindemann, nobody knew why 
there should be a northerly turning error. All previous work on compasses, being 
connected with a maritime purpose, could not, in the nature of it, show that 
particular error; hence those who were thoroughly accustomed to the maritime 
compasses, when told by an aeroplane pilot that the compass did behave in this 
way, did not believe him. The young pilots, however, did not take kindly to 
that attitude; they knew very well that the compass did behave in that way, 
and no amount of theoretical discussion would persuade them that it did not. 

This developed an attitude of looking on the compass as an incomprehensible 
and undesirable instrument. Major Wimperis felt that the reason why the pilots’ 
confidence was undermined was because the past history of the compass had 
uot foreshadowed the possibility of the northerly turning error. When Lucas 
and Lindemann commenced their work, their statements were so unexpected that 
they met at first with incredulity. With regard to the gyro turn indicator, the 
reason he had appeared to express disappointment was merely that, until the 
gyro turn indicator came forward to shoulder its burden, which at present was 
thrown on the unfortunate compass, the compass design was adversely affected ; 
one had to make the compass do things which the gyro turn indicator ought to do. 
There were gyro turn indicators on the market, but until they were universally 
fitted to all aeroplanes one was bound to proceed with compass design as though 

they did not exist. Therefore, until we could feel that the gyro turn indicator 
Was accepted as a standard fitting, the only sound policy, from the compass point 
of view, was to proceed quite independently. He believed the gyro turn indicator 
was bound to be adopted before long, and he did not see why there should be any 
difficulty in making a satisfactory type. The Chairman had opened his remarks 
by saying he understood the R.A.E. electrical indicator was designed for 
measuring the horse-power of one cylinder and not the whole engine. That was 
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inerely the first stage, but its progenitors were not at all satisfied that it should 
indicate the horse-power of one cylinder only, and they were proceeding to improve 
it so that it would indicate the horse-power of the whole. It was a big task and 
he wished them every success. The Chairman had also asked whether the 
Campbell-Bennett type of compass was available for purchase by anybody who 
wished to use it. The answer to that was that the original type, which was very 

like the type R2, was available and represented a considerable advance, which 
anybody who chose to do so could take advantage of. But it must be borne in 
mind that it was a pilot’s compass and not an observer's; and that if one wanted 

a compass which should be equally suitable for either, one would not choose that 
type; if one wanted a compass suitable for either, one would prefer one of type 

O.1. He was very glad that the Chairman had asked whether the compass design 
needed to be suited to the particular period of oscillation in an aeroplane, because 
that was a point he wanted to stress, but had not done so sutliciently. The answer 
to that question was that with the old type compasses we certainly should need 
to do so, but when one came to design new types it did not matter. One of the 
opdjects aimed at in the new types of design was that they would not oscillate, 
whatever the period of oscillation of the aeroplane might be. With them there 
was no period of resonance, and this condition was just brought about by making 
them 70 per cent. aperiodic. The older types of compass—5/17, 253 and 259— 
were exceedingly sensitive to the periods of the oscillations of the aeropiane, and 
as an aeroplane seemed to have two or more favourite periods, it was very limpor- 

tant that, if possible, we should have a compass designed which ignored them all 
equally. It was likely that altimeters in the immediate future would be graduated 
to a scale which allowed of an automatic falling off of temperature with altitude, 
and when we had that we were near enough to the altitude we wanted to measure 
tor almost all purposes. It would be possible to make a further correction in 
accordance with the temperature of the air as measured on the strut thermometer, 

but he did not think the need for it was likely to come for some time. 

A vote of thanks to Major Wimperis for his paper, on the motion of the 
Chairman, was accorded with acclamation, and the proceedings terminated. 

Messrs. J. C. ARTHUR and J. CaLpDERWOob (contributed) : Major Wimpetis 
is to be congratulated on a paper which is of the greatest value to all who have to 
use or design accurate instruments of any kind. 

The mean pressure indicator, reading on a stroke base developed by Major 
Wimperis, which he mentions briefly in his paper, is an instrument which would 
be of great value to builders of all types of high-speed engines, but it appears that 
the mechanical complication would make it expensive to manufacture and rather 
difficult to use. We think that it might be of interest to mention a type of elec- 
trical indicator, which we are at present designing. This works on the same 
principle as Major Wimperis’s design, but will, it is hoped, be mechanically muc! 
simpler. 

The attached sketch shows diagrammatically the principle of the indicator. 
A pressure indicator ‘* .\’’ is connected to the engine cylinder; the pressure deter- 
mines the position of a contact on a resistance ** B.’* The position of the contact 
makes the resistance inversely proportional to the pressure on the underside of 
the indicator piston or diaphragm. If now a constant voltage were applied across 
the resistance ‘* an ammeter at would register a current proportioned 
to the pressure. The voltage supplied is, however, made proportional to the 
piston speed by tapping the current from a resistance D by a contactor‘ E 
driven from a cam“ F,’? which gives it a displacement from the centre position 
proportional to the speed of the piston and towards the plus and minus ends of 
the resistance alternately on the up and down strokes of the piston. The reading 
obtained from the ammeter ‘* C is proportional to volts x (1/ resistance of 
that is piston velocity x pressure in cylinder. The instrument must be calibrated 
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for a fixed voltage drop across the resistance ‘‘ D.’’ A voltmeter ‘‘G ”’ will 
provide a ineans of correcting the reading if the actual voltage should not be equal 
to that used for calibrating the instrument. The resistance *‘ B’’ must, over the 
whole range of pressures, be very great compared to the resistance ‘* D’’ or to 
the resistance of the wiring and ammeter. 
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THE PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES OF COMMERCIAL FLYING 

BY F. T. COURTNEY, ASSOCIATE FELLOW. 

A Paper read before the Royal leronautical Society (Scottish Branch). 

Since the commencement of commercial aerial transport very great results 

have been obtained in certain directions. In the first place, the mere fact of flying 
has been reduced from a great adventure to a commonplace method of travelling. 

In this respect it is interesting to notice, on Croydon terminal aerodrome, the 
very great variety in the classes and types of people travelling by air. Men and 
women, old and voung, daring and nervous, calm and fussy, clergymen, com- 
mercial magnates, school children and nurses, babies and helpless invalids, and 

in fact every sort of persons that you will find on a railway, travel regularly and 
peacefully by air. And it is certain that a very large proportion of these persons 
would have told you four years ago that they would not go in an aeroplane for 
anything. The day has certainly gone when even the well-informed would some- 
times ask ‘* Will there ever be anything in air transport? ’’ That much air 
transport has done so far—it has established the fact of flving as a means of 
conveyance for the general public. 

On the technical side also a certain amount of valuable work has been done. 
The reliability of engines has been brought up to an extraordinary pitch, whilst 
commercial methods have effected considerable economies in matters such as 
overhauls, as compared with the expensive methods of military aviation. Probably 
the most directly important work done on the practical side has been the Customs 
and passport systems, which would in any case have required a great deal of test 
and practice which civil flying, so far, has enabled them to have. Wireless and 

meteorological services, though they are, as I contend, of little direct practical 
value at the moment, have also the advantage of having been tried out, with 
much valuable experience as the result. No fundamental improvements have 
been made in the aeroplanes used, but the experience gained has indicated very 
clearly what sort of aeroplanes is wanted, and they can easily be built. 

Yet the very plain fact remains that air transport does not nearly pay its way, 
and that it is very far, at the moment, from being a commercial proposition. The 
obvious cause of this is mainly that, although, as I have said, you may find every 
class of persons on the airways, vou will not find them in the numbers necessary 
to make the business pay. Large quantities of goods are sometimes carried by 
air, but generally this is owing to the general disorganisation of other forms of 
transport throughout Europe, and these other forms of transport would probably 
be used if they were available. The class of goods going ordinarily and regularly 
by air is comparatively very small. As to mails, if there is anything one would 
expect to sce travelling regularly by air it is mails. Yet, I believe, General 

Williamson has told us recent!y that the patronisation of the air mails is compara- 
tively negligible. 

Flying is popular in the sense that the people like flying, but it is unpopular 
in the sense that people will not fly. 

In examining the causes of this the question of danger is frequently brought 
up. Now I say, with a close experience of the matter, that I am sure that the 
element of danger is only a very minor cause of the lack of passengers. Dear, 
nervous old ladies who are frightened to cross the street travel regularly by air; 
and I have several times been told by passengers that, though they were terrified 
of aeroplanes, they preferred air travel as a much more convenient form of 
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transport. An old Dutchman of seventy once told me that he liked flying because 
he would much sooner be sick for 24 hours in the air than for fourteen hours on 
a boat. \gain, the fear of aeroplanes is generally dissipated by the first flight. 
And statistics, in any case, do not reflect unfavourably on the safety of air travel. 

It is sometimes said that the public will not pay the present costs of flying. 
This has very little to do with the matter. The whole matter boils down to this— 
that, compared with other forms of transport, aeroplanes do not provide anything 
like a regular, sure, continuous and definite form of transport. In fact, though 
we may pride ourselves on the achievements of our commercial aeroplanes, they 
cannot, compared with the ground services, be said to provide a service at all. 
They do not fly at night, and a comparatively large portion of their flights are 
cancelled, delaved or broke by weather that does not hinder the boat or train. 
I keep using the word ‘* comparatively ’’ because those of us who have worked 
hard to get certain results in aviation, and are somewhat proud of the results, 

are apt to forget that, from the commercial point of view, those results have to 
be considered in comparison with other forms of transport. 

Now the failure of air transport to provide a sufficiently regular and 
dependable service is not the fault of the aeroplanes or the engines. Not only is 
it the case that landings of British aeroplanes from mechanical troubles are very 
rare, but also it is possible immediately to build machines so provided with engines 
that forced landings through engine trouble will be rendered almost impossible. 
I believe there still remains a general impression that aero engines are very unre- 
liable, but personally | think that the engines used on British commercial machines 
are almost unreasonably reliable. The whele trouble of this unreliability of air 
transport is on the purely flving side. We have, or can build at once, perfectly 
safe and reliable aircraft, but we cannot at present fly them as and when we want 
to. Until we can fly them in all weathers in which boats and trains can run, 
until we can fly them regularly and safely at night, aeroplanes cannot compare 
or compete with other forms of transport. And here the great point arises that, 

until you can compare them with other forms of transport, you cannot say what 
the public will or will not pay for the service. In the matter of mail-carrying 
alone, it is almost impossible to estimate the revolutionary effects of regular night 

aircraft services. But it is no use travelling, at naturally higher cost, at twice 
the speed of other forms of transport if this can only be done for a small part of 
the available time, and then only if the weather is comparatively fine. 

Now let us consider the conditions under which the modern commercial aero- 
plane flies. 

In the first place it is important to consider wherein the aeroplane differs 
fundamentally from other forms of transport. There are two main differences :— 
(1) The aeroplane is a vehicle with a certain minimum speed. It cannot remain 
stationary, and its very lowest possible speed is verv high compared with the 
ordinary speeds of other transport. For example, the lowest reasonably safe 
speed of a commonly used commercial aeroplane is in the neighbourhood of 
zom.p.h. (2) The aeroplane travels in three dimensions, whereas all other forms 
of transport, including the original walking man, have travelled in two only. 

If one considers closely these two fundamental facts, it is not difficult to 
realise that air transport has come up against a completely new set of problems, 
quite unlike those dealt with in the past, and unlikely of solution without special 
treatment And it seems somewhat surprising that, though much time, money 
and effort have heen spent in experimenting with the construction of aeroplanes 
and engines, practically no experimental work has been done in operating them. 

Now, if we are going to try and operate aeroplanes in a commercially sound 
manner we must consider the difficulties strictly practical, and deal with them in 

a purely practical manner. The reason ] say this ts that such considerations as 
have been given in the past to this matter have been so much in the realms of 
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nebulous theory. For example, the matter of high minimum speed is going to 
be solved by the helicopter. And any problem arising from the high landing speed 
of aircraft has been met by, or rather shelved by, such answers as ‘* Of course, 
when we have perfected the helicopter, which will rise and descend vertically, and 
which can hover over one spot, etc., ete.”’ In the first place, we have not got 

the perfected helicopter, nor do we appear to be anywhere near getting it, whereas 
we have to get on with commercial flving. This fact saves the trouble of an 
argument as to whether the helicopter will be of any use when we get it; for, in 

the matter of minimum speed, I personally do not think we shall desire to or needa 
to eliminate it; in facet, it seems possible that minimum speeds will increase. 

Similarly, when it comes to the problem of flying for great distances inside 
clouds, we are told of wonderful instruments just about to be perfected which will 
control and direct the aeroplane without the aid of the pilot. Doubtless these 
will come, but at the moment we have not got them, and in any case we have the 

question as to how far the pilot will trust these things unless he has an additional 
means of being able to control the machine himself in case of trouble. 

So the only thing to do seems to be to consider the difficulties as we actually 
have them, and to see if we can deal with these difficulties with such equipment 
as we have at our disposal. Personally I am quite sure we can. 

In order to get a real idea of the difficulties of flying an aeroplane through 

really bad weather it is necessary to imagine an actual case. It must be remem- 

bered, firstly, that a pilot is taught to fly, and to maintain the correct altitude 
of the machine, entirely by eve. He controls his three-dimensional craft by its 
attitude in regard to some fixed spot outside the machine. If, therefore, he is, 
say, inside a cloud, he is in the same trouble as a blindfolded cyclist, with the 
additional dimension to multiply his troubles. This means that, so far as the 
ordinary flying taught to a pilot is concerned, he is liable to get out of control 
when he cannot see some fixed spot outside the machine. In other words, he 

cannot fly safely inside clouds. .\ certain amount of flying can be done by ‘‘ feel,” 
but this applies only slightly to heavy machines, and in any case it is only service- 
able for a very short period, and only maintains a very erratic course. 

In addition to this there is the problem of navigation, or finding one’s way. 
The only available means of doing this inside a cloud is by dead-reckoning, which 
is, so far as concerns selecting a definite spot in a few hundred miles of flight, a 
quite impossible proceeding, owing to the currents of unknown and varving 
strengths and directions in which the craft is navigating. 

Now let us imagine ourselves on a trip, in very bad weather, from Paris to 
London, and see what the pilot of a modern passenger aeroplane does, and why 
he does it. This is a sort of composite description of a number of flights I have 
done. At Le Bourget the clouds are at about Soo feet, rain or drizzle is coming 

down on and off, and the visibility is about 2,000 yards. .\ wind of about 
20 m.p.h. is blowing from the west, apparently considerably stronger up above 
than on the ground. This means, at any rate, that it is of no use to work out a 
compass course, as I have no idea as to what height I must fly at. I examine the 
weather reports, which are more or less the same—west wind, low clouds, poor 
visibility, occasional rain. St. Inglevert, the aerodrome between Boulogne and 
Calais, reports clouds 50 feet and visibility 200 vards. This means that this aero- 
drome is impossible for flying. On the other hand, | know it is in hilly country, 
and therefore having worse weather than the low ground. I therefore ignore this 

report, which means that, for the weather in that part of France, 1 am quite 
uninformed, and I must take a chance on the state of the weather in the Channel 
So far as England is concerned, Lympne aerodrome, also on hills, reports very 
low clouds, but it looks as if the Channel will be passable. 

Whilst I am taxying out to tal off, I am getting wet with the rain, which 
raises the point that the pilot is becoming uncomfortable to start with. I leave the 
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ground, and find that, when still comparatively close to it, I am just below the 
clouds. I start eff on the usual compass course with a rough mentally-calculated 
correction for drift which I intend to correct on a known landmark about ten 
miles away. But after about six miles I find that on this course there are tree- 
covered hills, and the trees are covered in wisps of clouds. So I must go round 
these hills. It is now clear that a compass course is impossible, so I turn to the 
left and pick up the main road from Paris to Boulogne. I follow this road over 
open country for some time, but the ground is gradually rising to the hills south 
of Beauvais, the clouds are becoming slightly lower, owing to the effect of the 
wind on the hills, and the visibility has correspondingly decreased to perhaps 
300 vards, a distance which I am covering in about ten seconds. Under these 
circumstances I find myself compelled to fly about 150 feet off the ground, which 
actually looks and feels like about 50 feet. 1 am now compelled to stick to this 
road as completely as a motor-car would be, for if I lose sight of it I am practically 
lost. I know from experience what obstructions this road will lead me to, whereas 
if I leave it I do not know what is ahead. Furthermore, when flying so low in 
such visibility I am so busy looking for obstructions that the compass is doubly 
useless to me, for in the first place I cannot fly straight for long enough for the 
compass to settle down to a correct reading, and in any case I am literally unable 
to take my eyes from looking ahead. — Finding the way by compass in these 
circumstances is practically impossible. 

This gives a very good illustration of the comparison between ground anid 
air vehicles, since like the car I am to all intents and purposes confined to the 
road. Under these circumstances the car can proceed with practically the same 
ease as in fine weather. But the aeroplane, which could not fly actually close 
over the housetops, is in a region of lower visibility due to cloud, and the valuc 
of this visibility is reduced owing to the high minimum speed. Moreover, if the 
ear suddenly ran into such visibility that it could not see ahead at all it could 
stop, whereas the aeroplane, more likely to meet those circumstances, could not 
stop, and could turn only at a great risk, and must therefore be prepared to turn 
before getting into such a position. And on the more heavily-loaded aeroplanes 
this is even more difficult than on the lighter machines with which commercial 
filving was started. 

However, after some minutes of this very uncomfortable flving we pass the 
hills, and with the lower ground we come into comparative peace again for a bit. 
But I must still stick to that road, for I know the ground rises again further 

ahead. Gradually the ground rises towards Poix; I get lower and lower until I 
see I cannot pass. I am right on the tree-tops, and wisps of cloud increasingly 
blind me. SoT must turn back. It is difficult to explain to a non-pilot how tricky 
the turning of a heavily-loaded machine can be under such conditions. Moreover, 
I must not lose my road. I am tempted to leave it and take a short cut across 
to the lower ground near Amiens, but | must not do so, as these low clouds are 
drifting about in patches, and TI may find myself in a position where I cannot 
go forward and cannot find my way back. So I go back along the road until I 
come to the branch road or railway that I want, follow this in a detour to Amiens, 

and so along the low ground by the Somme to the coast. The next part is easy, 
for although the clouds are very low, and actually on the sand dunes, I can fly 
as low as I like over the flat sands. I intend to leave the coast at Boulogne, 
but I now notice, from the high waves, that the wind in the Channel is much 
stronger than over the land, and therefore to lessen the risk of error in a compass 
course in the very bad visibility, I follow the coast right up to Cape Grisnez. 
From there I start off over the Channel, flying at about 150 to 200 feet, with a 
visibility of 500 vards and patches of drizzle. It is easy flying, but rendered 
extremely uncomfortable by the knowledge that a patch of no visibility might 
turn up at any moment, and careful look-out ahead must be kept for this. This 
makes compass flying sometimes difficult and often very erratic. At last the cliffs 
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turn up ahead, with perhaps clouds all over them. I am not quite sure whether 
they are the Dover or the Folkestone cliffs, but it does not matter, as I follow 
them round until I can cross the low ground at Dungeness. A straight line from 
there to Croydon is impossible, as there are many sets of cloud-covered hills to 
pass. So I select a known low-ground course, and in similar conditions of low 
visibility and a steady look-out ahead as far as is possible, I traverse a considerable 
detour and possibly arrive at Croydon. I have been tempted to try a short cut, 
but probably the clouds will block my way and I shall only have to go back again 
to Customs Aerodromes. 

I am not giving this description to make a fearsome picture of the danger 
of air travel. But the sort of day described is one on which the ground services 
are hardly incommoded, and would hardly be a minute late, whereas the aero- 
plane has had a very difficult journey which it has only just been able to accom- 
plish. With the weather even a little worse it could not have done so. More- 
over, the completion of the journey has been entirely dependent on what risks the 
pilot was prepared to take. And here, perhaps, 1 had better state the painful 
but definite fact that on such a flight, which is fairly common in bad weather, the 
avoidance of a collision with a machine coming in the other direction is frequently 
a matter entirely of luck. We have had one such collision, and although certain 
precautions since taken have somewhat reduced the risk, it is in no way definitely 
eliminated. 

Try and keep a picture of such a flight in your minds and then imagine what 
could be done at night time under circumstances even only partially as bad. Of 
course, one sees then at first sight little hope for regular commercial night flying. 

But the whole of these troubles arise from treating the aeroplane as if it 
were only another form of ground transport. .\ good aeroplane, a map and a 
compass are given to a pilot and he must get there as best he can. It has 
apparently been hoped that, as in other forms of transport, he will get better and 
better at this, until finally he can fly regularly. In other words, he is going to 
obtain perfect flying by evolution. 

Although this may be so in certain particulars, the big difference between 
the flying done and the flying required makes it clear that some form of experi- 
mental flying must be done to try and make a regular day and night service 
possible. 

The reason for that is this—the problem appears to be entirely one of visi- 
bility. It is clear that the third dimension in which the aeroplane travels is very 
largely and for prolonged periods full of clouds, which correspond to what 
ground transport is for. These clouds are frequently so low that, whilst not 
incommoding trains and boats a few feet underneath, they are completely enclosing 
an aeroplane flying high enough to avoid ground obstructions. Moreover, the 
high minimum speed reduces so greatly the value of such visibility as may be 
left that what is a perfectly good visibility for a boat or train is quite unsafe for 
an aeroplane. 

For exactly similar reasons the provisions for ground lighting of the air 
routes, for lighthouses and for other similar attempted assistances for night flying 
appear to me to be useless, for the great problem is to fly and navigate in weather 
when these lights cannot be seen. For example, I suppose the pretty red and 
green navigation lights are to prevent collisions at night between aeroplanes. 
Exactly how these lights operate when the aeroplanes are inside clouds I fail to 
understand. And it is to be remembered that, on a dark night, the clouds them- 
selves are not visible. I could point out many reasons why the system of lighting 
for night flying is useless except for fine nights. Further, I suggest that the 
lighting schemes, apart from the actual lighting of aerodromes, are a definite 
hindrance, as they tend to obscure what seems to me to be a fact, namely, that so 
long as the flying of commercial aeroplanes depends on ground aids to visual 
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flying, whether landmarks by day or lights by night, so long will aeroplanes be 
an undependable method of travel 

Navigation is pretty much in the same state. The navigation applied is of a 
nautical or semi-nautical character, and depends on the possibility of seeing ground 
objects, stars, etc., whereas | have tried to show that the problem is to navigate 

when nothing outside the machine can be seen. There is no doubt that this 
form of navigation will be necessary when we have our very long range journeys, 
but before we can have these we must be able satisfactorily to carry out the com- 
paratively short ones now in operation. it is of little use being able to navigate 
a ship over a great stretch of ocean if one cannot tind the port at the finish. 

I have looked at these matters from all points of view, and it seems to me 

absolutely inevitable that we must find a method of flying and navigating aero- 
planes in no visibility at all; we must be able to fly quite blind. 

Now this seems at first sight a tall order. We are to operate a new form 
of transport under conditions representing ships in continuous fogs, and that at 
very hign speeds. But that is exactly why I have contended that experimental 
work in the operation of aircraft must be done, for we have here a set of conditions 
never before encountered in the history f moving things from one place to 
another. And I am convinced that a stucy of the matter will show that it is 
possible to do what is recessary—even that it is moderately easy. 

Other forms of high-speed transport could not, as a_ practical possibility, 
run blind; but the aeroplane has the advantage of the third dimension, which, 
whilst it has serious visibility troubles, has no obstructions. 

The first thing to recognise is that flying blind is the exact reverse of what 
a pilot learns originally ; his training is essentially visual, both as to flying and 
navigation, so that we have a new form of flying to tackle straight away. The 
two problems of blind flying and blind navigation are quite distinct. 

Blind flying has been, to a small extent, catered for, in that instruments 

called turn indicators of various patterns have been fitted to commercial machines 
for flying inside clouds. But flying by turn indicator is essentially different from 
visual flying, and must be assiduously practised before a pilot can hope to fly blind 
for prolonged periods. And it happens that, for sundry excellent reasons, these 
instruments are all practically inaccurate in some degree. But so are almost all 
aircraft instruments, and experience shows that, with the most inaccurate of 

turn indicators, it is possible to keep a good course inside clouds if the pilot nas 
plenty of practice. Naturally he cannot carry out this practice in a very satis- 
factory manner if he has the primary duty of getting a load of passengers some- 
where. One’s first serious efforts with a turn indicator generally result in a 
course which would considerably worry passengers. But as I say, the flying by 
turn indicator for, say, 200 miles, is quite a new form of flying, and, like anything 
else, needs practice. And I strongly contend that all commercial pilots should 
be given plenty of practice in this blind flying when not engaged in their ordinary 
tlying. 

The problem of blind navigation is quite a different one. Assuming that the 
pilot has become able to control and manceuvre his machine in continuous cloud, 

he must, under these conditions and at night, be able to find his way from one 
aerodrome to another without colliding with other machines on the same route, 
without colliding with machines on another route crossing his route, he must be 
able to descend out of his clouds when they are in many places on the ground 
and yet not strike ground obstructions, and under these conditions he must be 
able safely to bring his machine in to land. 

Although this looks difficult I am quite sure it can be done. I will go so far 
as to say that with proper experiments an aeroplane could fly, with no better equip- 
ment than is now available, in all weathers, by day or by night, and be able to 
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do all that it wanted except actually land on an aerodrome which is in thick fog. 
And in this last respect it is no worse off than ground transport. 

For, fortunately, the progress of directional wireless is now sufficiently 
advanced to do practically all that is necessary in this problem of blind naviga- 
tion. Clearly, of course, the solution is not such a simple one as merely following 
the direct route towards the required station by means of directional wireless 
fitted to the machines. There is the importance of making collisions impossible. 
However, making all allowances for inaccuracies in the directional! wireless, | 
am quite certain that, by a simple system of wireless direction and elementary 
trigonometry, definite courses could be steered, quite blind, sufficiently accurately 
to avoid all possibility of collisions. 

Under such a system, there would, of course, arise such problems as two 
main air routes crossing and bringing into an aerodrome without collisions a 
number of machines which have arrived at the same time in very bad weather, at 
night of fast machines overtaking slow ones. This, I do not doubt, would be 
fairly easy if somewhat elaborate. I do not see that it would be any more difii- 
cult than the organisation of the signalling system at Clapham Junction. 

To try and summarise the main points of the paper I would say :— 

Commercial flying must operate before it can be a success in any weather 
in which other forms of transport can operate. | This is rendered difficult by the 
fact that the mists and clouds with which the air is filled, combined with the high 
speeds of the machines, tend so to destroy the visibility necessary for flying that 
we must learn to fly without any visibility; therefore we must learn 
to fly and to navigate blind. As this is something which has never been 
done in any form of transport, it is obviously the subject for experimental 
work. And the indications are that such experimental work could be done now, 
with success, without waiting for the perfection of instruments which will be able 
to do this one day, but cannot do it yet. And I think that, if these problems had 
been investigated with the money so far spent on subsidies, there might be no need 
of subsidies now. 
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CORRESPONDENCE 

To the Editor of the JouRNAL oF THE RoyaAL AERONAUTICAL SocIETY. 

The Flight Sheds, 

East Boldre, Hants. 

November 18th, 1923. 
Dear Sir, 

With reference to the paper published in the current issue of the JOURNAL 
OF THE Royal AERONAUTICAL Society entitled ‘* The Design of Marine Aircraft 
in Relation to Seaworthiness’’ by Flight-Lieutenant D. F. Lucking, R.A.F., 
which I have read with the greatest of interest, 1 would like to point out that 
in the section headed ‘‘ Recent Developments,’’ mention is made of a suggestion 
recently put forward, and patented by Mr. Manning, to construct stabilising 
wings, with their roots below the water-line and with dihedral to make 
immersion, during a roll, progressive. 

It may be of interest to note that, as far as can be gathered from Flight- 
Lieutenant’s Lucking’s paper, this idea was patented jointly by my partner, the 
late Lieutenant E. Copland Perry, R.F.C., who was killed at the start of the 
war, and myself, application being made for a patent on February 23rd, 1914, 
and accepted July 9th, 1914, the number being 4634. 

A flying boat was built incorporating this invention and exhibited at the Aero 
Show in 1914 at Olympia, but owing to certain circumstances complete trials were 
not made. It is also interesting to note that this invention, when submitted to 
those of the Air Department at that time responsible for this particular branch 
of aeronautical progress, turned it down as completely lacking any chance of 
success, since when the Germans, during the war, used a modified form of this 
invention with evident success. 

Yours faithfully, 

F. Percy Hyper Beapty, A.F.R.AE.S. 
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